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What is the Billing Reconciliation and Payment Service?



What is the PlanSource Billing Reconciliation and 
Payment Service?

PlanSource manages the carrier premium billing process from end-to-end for 
employers. From gathering monthly bills and calculating self-reported totals 
to handling payments to insurance carriers and resolving issues directly, we’ll 
handle it all.
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What is the PlanSource Billing Reconciliation and 
Payment Service?

By ensuring that eligibility and billing match to the enrollment data reported 
in the PlanSource HCM system, HR staff get a valuable benefit - more time to 
focus on higher value activities. 
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PlanSource Experience
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Team members have 10-15 years of experience, on average



Overview
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What’s Included?



What’s Included In This Service?
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Multiple 
Bill Types

Self-bills or list-bills, 
we’ve got 

them covered

Invoice 
Consolidation

Clients receive one 
bill reflecting all 

carrier payment totals 

Payment 
Simplification

Employers pay us and 
we’ll pay everyone on 

their behalf

Discrepancy 
Resolution

All list bills are audited 
and any issues with 

carriers resolved



The Benefits
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Why should I use this service?



What are the Benefits of the Service?

Save
Time

Let someone else synch-
up the bills to ensure 

correct payments

Reduce
Stress

Eliminate line-by-line 
comparisons between 

enrollment and carrier records

Minimize
Risk

Ensure correct 
premium payments 
to insurance carriers

Be
Confident

A single point of contact 
provides consistency, 
accuracy and follow 

through
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Real World Stories

Avoiding Cancellation - Treasury Details At Our Fingertips
On the Watch For Errors

Five Months To Resolution
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Avoiding Cancellation 
Treasury Details at our Fingertips

• A client received a late payment notification with cancellation of medical 
benefits looming

• We quickly reviewed our treasury system to confirm the payment 

• We contacted the carrier with full details and the payment was located in 
their system

• Easy access to payment details provided speedy confirmation
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On the Watch For All Errors

• A $25,000 billing credit was listed for one employee 

• Research revealed an incorrect effective date

• The carrier provided a corrected bill immediately. 

• A close watch avoided a large billing error
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Five Months to Resolution

• Bill month #1 reported erroneous premium changes, causing a $40k overcharge

• Bill month #2 generated with corrections, but also with new errors

• Bill month #3 generated with some incorrect premiums, yet again

• Bill month #4 generated 100% correctly

• Bill month #5 generated with incorrect premiums, causing a $38k undercharge

• A revised bill month #5 was finally 100% correct for all premiums
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Process
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What steps are taken each month?



The Monthly Invoicing Process
From end to end, we cover it all
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Prep Reports

Consolidated
Invoice

Client 
Payment

Carrier
Payment

Gather Bills



Confidential and Proprietary 17

PlanSource Carrier Billing Features

A Deeper Look



PlanSource Premium Bill Details
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Consolidated Invoice Transmittal
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Save time and money

Reduce stress - minimize risk

Increase employee enrollment accuracy

Rely on a dedicated single point of contact

One monthly invoice, one monthly payment – it’s that simple!

Let our Billing Reconciliation and Payment Service
work for you!
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www.plansource.com
Confidential and Proprietary

Q&A
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We got this. Billing Reconciliation and Payment Service 
Remove the Worry, Ensure Accuracy

Janet Clinton, Manager, Treasury and Reconciliations
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